Find support materials about the CBS MARC 21 database.

- **01. General introduction to CBS MARC 21**
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  - 01. CBS MARC 21 format
  - 02. Special fields and subfields
  - 03. Linking of bibliographic and authority records
  - 04. Multiscript records (under construction)
  - 05. Other CBS features

- **02. MARC 21 fields defined in the bibliographic and holdings format**
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  - 01. Introduction
  - 02. Leader, fields 001, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007 and 008 – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 03. Fields 01X-09X – Numbers and Codes – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 04. Fields 1XX – Main Entries – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 06. Fields 3XX – Physical Description, Etc. Fields – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 07. Fields 4XX – Series Statement Fields – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 08. Fields 5XX – Note Fields – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 09. Fields 6XX – Subject Access Fields – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 10. Fields 70X-75X – Added Entry Fields / 76X-78X – Linking Entries – bibliographic and holdings format
  - 12. Fields 9XX – bibliographic and holdings format

- **03. Leaders, fields 006, 007, and 008 defined in the bibliographic and holdings format**
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  Find characters, descriptions, tags, and subfields for the Leader and fields 006, 007, and 008 in the CBS MARC 21 database.
  
  - Leaders – bibliographic and holdings format
  - Field 006 - Fixed-length data elements - Additional material characteristics and field 008 – Fixed-length data
elements – bibliographic and holdings format

▪ Field 007 - Physical description fixed field – bibliographic and holdings format

▪ 04. MARC 21 fields defined in the authority format
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▪ 01. Introduction
▪ 02. Leader, fields 001, 003, 005, 008 – authority format
▪ 03. Fields 01X-09X – Numbers and Codes – authority format
▪ 04. Fields 1XX – Headings – authority format
▪ 05. Fields 20X-29X / 260 – Complex Subject References – authority format
▪ 06. Fields 3XX – Headings / 360 – Complex Subject References – authority format
▪ 07. Fields 4XX – See From Tracings – authority format
▪ 08. Fields 5XX – See Also From Tracings – authority format
▪ 09. Fields 6XX / 64X – Series Treatment / 663-666 – Complex Name References / 667-68X – Notes – authority format
▪ 10. Fields 7XX – Heading Linking Entries – authority format
▪ 11. Fields 8XX – Other Variable Fields – authority format
▪ 12. Fields 9XX – authority format

▪ 06. CBS non-MARC system and non-system fields defined in the bibliographic and holdings format
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▪ 01. Introduction
▪ 02. Overview of CBS fields, subfields, properties, etc. – bibliographic and holdings format
▪ 03. Overview of new and former CBS fields - history on field level – bibliographic and holdings format
▪ 04. Field 0322 / 009V Location and inventory number of unique thing – bibliographic format
▪ 05. Field 0500 / 002@ Bibliographic type and status – bibliographic format
▪ 06. Field 0700 / 011@ Date of publication – bibliographic format

▪ 07. CBS non-MARC system and non-system fields defined in the authority format
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▪ 01. Introduction
▪ 02. Overview on CBS fields - fields, subfields, properties, etc. – authority format
▪ 03. Overview on new and former CBS fields - history on field level – authority format
▪ 04. Field 0500 / 002@ Bibliographic type and status – authority format

▪ 08. Linking of bibliographic and authority records
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▪
01. Linking general
   ◦ 02. Fields with PPN links
   ◦ 03. Other elements related to linking
   ◦ 04. Replaced subfields when subfield $Z / $9 PPN is used
   ◦ 05. CBS MARC 21 import and export
   ◦ 06. IFLA – LRM model (under construction)

• 09. ResourceTypes and CCWeb templates

  01. Introduction
  02. ResourceTypes
  03. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Language material (not online)
  04. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Notated music
  05. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Manuscript notated music
  06. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Cartographic material
  07. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Manuscript cartographic material
  08. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Projected medium
  09. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Nonmusical sound recording
  10. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Musical sound recording
  11. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Two-dimensional nonprojectable graphic
  12. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Computer file
  13. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Online textual material
  14. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Mixed materials
  15. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Three-dimensional artifact or naturally occurring object
  16. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Manuscript language material
  17. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Kit
  18. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Default (language material (not online))
  19. CCWeb templates - Bibliographic records - Subfields per field
  20. CCWeb templates - Authority records
  21. CCWeb templates - Authority records - Subfields per field

• 10. Automatic actions for several fields during cataloguing in a CBS MARC 21 database

  01. Introduction
  02. “Exceptional” fields and subfields - bibliographic records
  03. Different situations on the main level of bibliographic records
  04. “Exceptional” fields and subfields - authority records
05. Different situations on the main level of authority records

11. Subfield indicators and punctuation in the CBS MARC 21 format
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01. Introduction
02. Starting points
03. Tags and subfields with subfield indicators consisting of 3 characters – bibliographic format - general overview
04. Tags and subfields with subfield indicators consisting of 3 characters – bibliographic format - specifications per field
05. Tags and subfields with subfield indicators consisting of 3 characters – authority format - general overview
06. Tags and subfields with subfield indicators consisting of 3 characters – authority format - specifications per field